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Abstract: This paper presents a fully automatic method addressing tree mapping and parameter
extraction (tree position, stem diameter at breast height, stem curve, and tree height) from terrestrial
laser scans in forest inventories. The algorithm is designed to detect trees of various sizes and
architectures, produce smooth yet accurate stem curves, and achieve tree height estimates in multi-
layered stands, all without employing constraints on the shape of the crown. The algorithm also aims
to balance estimation accuracy and computational complexity. The method’s tree detection combines
voxel operations and stem surface filtering based on scanning point density. Stem diameters are
obtained by creating individual taper models, while tree heights are estimated from the segmentation
of tree crowns in the voxel-space. Twenty-four sample plots representing diverse forest structures
in the south boreal region of Finland have been assessed from single- and multiple terrestrial laser
scans. The mean percentages of completeness in stem detection over all stand complexity categories
are 50.9% and 68.5% from single and multiple scans, respectively, while the mean root mean square
error (RMSE) of the stem curve estimates ranges from ±1.7 to ±2.3 cm, all of which demonstrates
the robustness of the algorithm. Efforts were made to accurately locate tree tops by segmenting
individual crowns. Nevertheless, with a mean bias of −2.9 m from single scans and −1.3 m from
multiple scans, the algorithm proved conservative in tree height estimates.

Keywords: remote sensing; forest inventory; terrestrial laser scanning; point cloud processing;
automatic tree extraction; stem curve; tree height; TLS benchmarking

1. Introduction

Data acquisition on forest resources is realized in national forest inventories, which es-
tablish a foundation for the planning and monitoring of sustainable forest management.
Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) or terrestrial light detection and ranging (LiDAR) is a
promising, non-destructive technique to extract spatially explicit tree metrics for forest
inventory purposes [1–4]. The productivity of using TLS relies on rapid data capture,
high measurement density and accuracy, and the possibility of automated data processing.
Pioneering studies pointed out in the first decade of the millennium that TLS provides high-
resolution, spatially explicit measures of plot-level forest structure, and tree parameters
have the potential for derivation with little manual intervention [5,6].

The European Spatial Data Research Organization (EuroSDR) launched the interna-
tional project “Benchmarking on Terrestrial Laser Scanning for Forestry Applications” in
order to evaluate the potential of applying TLS in characterizing forest sample plots and to
reveal the capability of the recent algorithms for tree attribute extraction in varying forest
conditions and data capture scenarios [7]. Eighteen algorithms from 15 countries were
evaluated on the basis of a standard evaluation procedure and a common dataset. This has
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been the first and, thus far, the only international benchmarking of TLS-based forest inven-
tories. The benchmarking reveals that significant progress in automated processing has
been achieved; TLS is capable of providing reliable estimates for stem diameters at breast
height (DBH) across forest conditions and scanning setups automatically, and the accuracy
level for stem curve estimates are similar to the accuracy level of DBH estimates. However,
tree detecting accuracy displays a steadily decreasing trend as forest complexity categories
increase, i.e., from nearly 100% in easy conditions down to 40% in more complicated
ones. The percentage of tree height covered by the automated stem curve estimates are
still below manual estimate levels. Furthermore, tree height estimates remain one of the
most challenging tasks in TLS-based estimations. As pointed out in the benchmarking,
tree detection is the most important step in automated TLS processing. The development
of automated algorithms has become a continuously evolving process, one that is currently
far from complete.

The main aim of this study is to introduce an algorithm for automatic extraction of tree
stems and tree metrics including DBH, tree height, and stem curve from terrestrial laser
scans. The early version of this algorithm participated in the benchmarking under the name
‘NYME’ and was limited to single-scan data processing [7]. The current version has been
improved to extract trees by combining individual point clouds. Further developments
have been applied on the parameter estimation procedures, including stem diameter
estimation by individual taper models and tree height estimation by locating each tree
top in the canopy. Neither of the benchmarked methods, nor the early version of our
algorithm applied:

1. Relative point density as voxel attribute for tree detection from multiple point clouds;
2. Individual taper functions for reducing stem modelling errors;
3. Kernel-based crown segmentation in the voxel space to locate tree tops for tree height

estimation.

To delineate trees, the majority of the automated algorithms extract features from
the point cloud that resample the assumed geometry of the stems such as cylindrical
shape or vertical orientation [8–10]. In order to simplify the computations associated with
the spatial relations of the point measurements, the point cloud is translated into voxel
structure, which allows for efficient feature extraction in the 3D domain [11]. Bienert
et al. [12] segment trees by clustering voxels; Huang et al. [13] apply a voxel histogram
technique; Brolly et al. [14] extract juvenile trees by merging disconnected voxel-regions;
Heinzel and Hubert [15] use shape and neighborhood criteria to combine stem voxels,
and Xi et al. [16] incorporate a 3-D directional mask with voxel region growing in an
efficient way. Heinzel and Hubert [17] introduce an advanced clustering method with
global optimization, where the voxel space is partitioned into trees with construction
of a similarity graph and computation of the eigenspectrum. Voxelization is necessary
for deep-learning programs since most of them do not support a discrete point format.
Xi et al. [18] proposed a deep 3-D fully convolution network to filter stem and branch
points from complex plot scans. In addition to exploring the neighborhood relations,
some improved algorithms apply computationally intensive operations on the points
within the voxel, such as the estimation of the surface normal [19,20] or randomized Hough-
transform [21] to increase the robustness of the stem detection at higher computational
cost. Local attributes associated with point counts are relatively simple to compute and
have proved useful for vegetation analysis [22,23] as well as for tree detection in the raster
domain [9,10,24]. Point density as a voxel attribute is not yet a common feature in stem
detection. Nevertheless, the feature is promising because the synergy of surface filtering
and neighborhood operations have the potential to enhance the robustness of tree detection
without having to apply computationally demanding operations. Moreover, as a local
attribute, voxel point density is expected to be efficient for detecting stems of various sizes
without requiring further stem geometry assumptions such as verticalness or circularity.

DBH and stem curve estimations share similar methodological considerations [4].
The root mean square error (RMSE) of the latest DBH and stem curve extraction algorithms
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varies widely in an interval from 0.9 to 6.0 cm [7]. In order to derive stem diameters
from the point cloud, the stem is modelled by a series of geometric primitives, commonly
circles [20,25] or cylinders [26]. Obtaining accurate diameter estimates involves either
eliminating the outlying TLS points measured from branches and foliage or minimizing the
effect these have on the model parameters. For this purpose, various techniques for circles
have been studied, including the Hough-transform [13,27,28], the Ransac-approach [9,10],
the Monte-Carlo method [29], iterative weighting of the point measurements [8], as well as
circle fitting in multiple steps [30]. Shirinvasan et al. [31] retrieve DBH by cylinder fitting
and propose variable height bins so that a sufficient number of stem points be available
for the fitting. Beside outlying points, the use of few stem points resulting from occlusion
or excessive filtering can cause the deficient fit of circles [32]. To filter the properly fitted
circles, the consistency among the consecutive circles is checked regarding the magnitude
of their diameter [33,34] or the distribution of their edge points [32]. Since these techniques
may fail in the presence of multiple outliers among the fitted circles, another method is
needed, one that can identify and eliminate the improperly-fitted stem circles in the context
of the comprehensive stem model and then fix the stem curve at the affected parts.

Most current tree extraction algorithms designed for plot-level forest inventories
estimate tree height as the vertical distance between the stem’s ground position and the
highest TLS point in the surrounding area, which results in an underestimation of about
2 m [7]. Cabo et al. [35] obtained Voronoi polygons around the detected stem positions
and selected the highest, but not isolated voxels as tree tops for tree height estimation.
This method is limited to stands with single canopy layer; however, in multi-layered stands
it is crucial to separate the tree tops in the subdominant layer from the foliage of the
dominant trees. In forest inventory practice, where stem density may occasionally exceed
1000 per hectare, branching structure reconstruction, e.g., in [36–38], becomes less practical
for tree height estimation since many of the twigs are occluded in the upper canopy. Only a
few studies propose reliable solutions to match a stem with its corresponding tree top and,
consequently, achieve robust tree height estimates in multi-layered stands. Yang et al. [39]
implemented the classified stems and unclassified crown points as graphs, and then applied
a hierarchical minimum cut operator to assign the crown points to the corresponding stem.
Liu et al. [20] estimated the tree growth direction and subsequently performed connected
component labelling to segment crowns. Liang et al. [7] and Pitkänen et al. [32] defined
the tree top at a height where the vertical contiguity of the TLS points breaks. Another,
thus far less studied segmentation technique is kernel-based region growing in the voxel
space, which results in a complete tree crown even if it is separated into multiple parts by
occlusions. Moreover, the possibility of simultaneous crown delineation enables flexibility
to the crown shape, since the resulting crown is free of geometric constraints.

This paper addresses three common challenges of tree extraction from TLS data.

• Tree detection methods that extensively rely on assumptions about stem geometry,
such as the verticalness of the stem axis or the circularity of the horizontal stem
cross-sections, are negatively affected by particular stand characteristics like high
stem density and small tree size. We propose a tree detection method that combines
voxel-based operations and stem surface filtering by TLS point density. Since point
density filtering is less restrictive regarding stem geometry, and the voxel approach
ensures efficient elimination of non-stem vegetation components, the method achieves
a high detection rate in a wide range of structural stand characteristics.

• Current methods that use fitted circles to estimate stem diameters are prone to errors
in the upper stem region because of the low point density resulting from branch
obstruction. We improve stem diameter estimates by applying individual taper models
that provide the consistency of stem diameter change in successive heights allowing
for robust estimation of diameters even at occluded stem height sections.

• Since tree height estimation methods are limited to identifying tree tops in the upper-
most canopy layer, those using merely the z-coordinate of TLS points surrounding the
stem location face challenges in multi-layered stands. To improve tree height estimates,
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we introduce canopy segmentation in the voxel-space through simultaneous growing
of the tree crown regions that establishes a direct spatial connection between the stem
and the corresponding tree top, thus reducing the possibility of mismatching tree tops
across canopy layers. Since the process is free of any constraints on crown geometry,
it is assumed to be equally applicable in conifer and deciduous stands.

The introduced algorithm has been validated on a large data set comprising 24 sample
plots, which provides the algorithm with deep insight as it performs through various
forest stand conditions. The validation follows the standard protocol described in the TLS
benchmarking to reveal the impact of scan mode and stand complexity on tree extraction.
Moreover, it allows for the evaluation of the algorithm within the context of the bench-
marking that accounts for the most recent advancements in TLS-point cloud processing for
forest inventory purposes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) Data and Reference Measurements

The data set used in this study is taken from the benchmarking project, which com-
prises 24 sample plots of 32 × 32 m located in the southern boreal region of Evo, Finland,
(61.2◦ N, 25.1◦ E) representing a variety of stand structures with regard to species, growth
stages, and management activities. The plots are classified into three complexity categories,
i.e., “easy”, “medium” and “difficult”. The category “easy” represents clear visibility
with minimal understory vegetation and low stem density (~600 trees/ha, ~20 cm DBH);
“medium” represents sample plots with moderate stem densities (~1000 trees/ha, ~15 cm
DBH) and sparse understory vegetation; and the “difficult” category represents plots with
high stem densities (~2000 trees/ha, ~10 cm DBH) and dense understory vegetation.

The TLS measurements were conducted between May and August 2014 using a Leica
HDS6100 (Leica Geosystems AG, Switzerland) instrument. The point spacing was 15.7 mm
at 25 m from the scanning location in horizontal and vertical directions. To account for the
differences in tree extraction concerning the data acquisition mode, five scans were taken
in each plot: one at the plot center and four at the four quadrant directions. The single-scan
(SS) mode covers the central scan, while all of the five individual point clouds, where the
four corner scans were matched to the central scan, is referred to as multi-scan in the
individual scan mode (MS-I) throughout this paper. The MS-I point clouds in this study
contain TLS point coordinates identical to those of the multi-scan point clouds used in the
benchmarking, but the MS-I points are stored in five separate files according to the five
scan positions in a plot. Since sensor coordinates are provided as auxiliary data for each
scan position, the laser beam vector pointing from the sensor to the reflecting surface is
available for every point measurement. Reference data of tree attributes including tree
positions, DBH, tree height, stem curve, and terrain elevation were collected for all trees
exceeding DBH of 5 cm by combining manual measurements from the TLS point clouds
and conventional field measurements.

The stem curve of individual trees consists of stem diameters starting at a height of
0.65 m above the ground, followed by the DBH (1.3 m), and at every round meter i.e., 2 m,
3 m, until the maximum of measurable height. Individual tree volume was estimated from
the stem curve and the tree height, which were summed up as the total tree volume in each
plot. The plot-level stem volume ratio, i.e., the ratio of total tree volumes calculated from
the extracted trees and from the reference trees in a plot, reveals the joint effect of the tree
detection completeness and the accuracy of tree-level estimates.

Further details and figures about the study area, scanning configuration, and reference
data collections can be found in [7].

2.2. Generation of Digital Terrain Models

The digital terrain model (DTM) of each sample plot is created using the Robust
Filtering [40] implemented in the SCOP++ software package. Since SCOP++ is optimized
for processing airborne data, a pre-filtering procedure is applied on the TLS point cloud
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using OPALS [41] to reduce vegetation points. A raster surface with a 2-metre pixel size
is created by a rectangular local minimum filter. TLS points located within a vertical
distance of 0.5 m from the raster surface are supplied as input for Robust Filtering. Vertical
(Z) coordinates of the point measurements were normalized with the DTM to obtain
above-ground elevation.

2.3. Stem Detection

The further steps of the tree extraction are implemented as a C/C++ console applica-
tion (Figure 1). The Individual scans of both SS and MS-I approaches are voxelized with
5 cm resolution. Voxel data structure has an advantage in tree detection by simplifying
topological relations [42]. The role of the voxel-space is two-fold: it enables topological grid
operations such as region growing, and it is used as the spatial index of the point clouds [20].
Using voxel indices, each point measurement is related to the voxel within which the point
is located, allowing instant access to the points in a particular voxel. Voxels are used for
stem detection and estimation of tree height, while original point measurements inside the
stem voxels are used for stem diameter estimates. The axes of the voxel-space are aligned
to the local coordinate system in which the scans are registered. The point measurements
of the MS-I point clouds share the same voxel-space at each plot. In the voxel, the points
are classified by the scan position from which they are measured.
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Figure 1. Schematic flowchart of the tree extraction.

The stem detection begins with the identification of vertically oriented surfaces that
are large enough to potentially be stem parts (Figure 2). The relative point density for a
voxel is defined as the ratio of the actual point counts relative to the expected maximum
computed from the scanning point pattern. To estimate the maximum number of point
measurements in a voxel, a scanner mechanism operating with regular horizontal and
vertical angle increments [43,44] is assumed, resulting in a point pattern with evenly spaced
angular steps (Figure 3).

Unlike branches, leaves, and low vegetation, stem surfaces are expected to fill the
voxel almost completely, which is indicated by a high relative point density value given
that the stem is clearly visible from the scanning position. To set an appropriate threshold
for filtering stem voxels, the possible maximum of 100% is reduced by a tolerance to
consider partial occlusion of the stem surface from intermediate vegetation and also to
preserve the voxels that are at the edge of the stem. Three different filtering processes,
with thresholds of 40%, 50%, and 60%, are performed at each plot. The optimal filtering is
chosen by visual comparison of the filtering results. We found the 50% threshold acceptable
for most stands. A lower threshold of 40% is necessary with young stands to preserve
enough voxels of stems, while the higher 60% threshold is more efficient at reducing
the lateral branches in plots containing mature deciduous trees. The filtering on relative
point density is followed by a directional filtering using a cone-shaped kernel introduced
in [14] (Figure 3). The kernel preserves voxels that have multiple neighbours in the vertical
(z) direction. The kernel radii specify the permitted inclination about the central voxel,
which are 3, 3, and 10 voxels in the x, y, and z directions respectively. Voxels having at least
7 neighbours within the kernel are accepted.
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The relative point density of the voxel is calculated from the points of each individual
scan, resulting in as many values as the number of scans. If the maximum of the relative
point density values exceeds the threshold, the voxel is selected as a stem-voxel candidate.
The candidate voxels are filtered using a directional filter; those accepted are classified as
stem voxels (Figure 4).

Stems are represented as regions of stem voxels separated from each other by data
gaps resulting from occlusion of branches or other trees. In order to group regions of the
same tree, stem voxels are projected along the vertical direction onto a horizontal raster
with an extent and resolution that are identical to those in the voxel space. The raster
is subjected to connected component labelling resulting in a unique ID for each spatial
group of pixels. These IDs are assigned to the corresponding stem voxels, resulting in
3-dimensional, disconnected stem regions. Stem regions with vertical extents exceeding
10 voxels are accepted as representation of stems.
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2.4. Diameter Estimation

Stem shapes are described with a series of circles fitted to the original point mea-
surements inside the stem voxels at each level of the voxel-space. Circle parameters are
estimated by minimizing the sum of squared distance between the circle and the stem
points [33]. To select the circles that fit best to the stem, the circles are submitted to a
filtering procedure (Figure 5).
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Given that voxel size is 5 cm, up to 20 circles can be fitted in each of the 1-metre stem
intervals. However, a significant portion of the circles are biased in radius because of an
insufficient number of stem points or an incomplete filtering of stem voxels. To obtain
accurate stem curves, the circles are filtered for two aspects with each tree, i.e., the estimated
reliability of the single circle fitting and the consistency of the successive circles in their
diameter change. The reliability of a circle is quantified by the ratio of the points used for
the fitting and the standard deviation of the fitting residuals. The larger the ratio, the more
reliable the fitted circle. Circles with reliability ratios exceeding the average over all circles
of the tree are selected as input for the taper model of that individual stem. The taper
model is the function of the diameter versus its measurement height on the stem, which is
approximated by linear regression for each tree (Figure 6). Circles whose diameters are
consistent with the individual taper model within ±2 cm tolerance are accepted as stem
circles regardless of their reliability ratio. The diameter in a particular height of the stem
curve is computed as the mean of the stem circles’ diameters available within the vertical
neighborhood of ±0.5 m. When a diameter below the lowest stem circle is required, it is
calculated from the linear taper model. Individual stem curves contain stem diameters
at 0.7, 1.3 (i.e., DBH), 2.0, meters and at each round meter at successive heights until
estimations are available. The circle center at 1.3 m above the ground (‘breast height’)
represents the position of the stem.
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diameters consistent with the established taper function are used in the stem curve calculation. Figures (b) and (c) depict a
stem curve estimation example from multi-scan in the individual scan mode (MS-I) data (Plot 1, tree reference number: 37).
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2.5. Locating Tree Tops

The thus far unclassified voxels in the canopy layer are assigned to the corresponding
stem region. Since the voxels in the tree crown are disconnected, the permitted separation
distance of the voxels sharing the same crown is defined with a three-dimensional kernel.
Voxels within the kernel are assumed to belong to the same crown, while those out of the
kernel belong to other crowns. The assignment is implemented by moving the kernel from
the stem up to the crown and passing the stem’s unique ID to the voxels within the kernel.
The process of the assignment can be regarded as a region growing algorithm that starts at
the stem voxels and spreads out over the crown (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Schematic flowchart of the crown segmentation.

The kernel sizes are 5 and 21 voxel units in horizontal and vertical directions respec-
tively, resulting in directional (anisotropic) region growing [14]. The ranges of the kernel at
region growing are equal to the kernel radii of 2 and 10 voxels (0.1 and 0.5 m), which means
these are the maximum allowed data gaps in horizontal and vertical directions respectively
between two voxels in the crown. The kernel ranges are chosen so that the growing pro-
cess reaches the actual tree tops without spreading over from one tree to another along
lateral branches.

In the first cycle of the region growing, stem voxels are used as seeds specifying the
center of the kernel. Unclassified voxels within the kernel are labelled as crown voxels and
are assigned to the same region as the seed. This procedure is completed for the seeds of
all trees before the next cycle of region growing begins; in other words, the tree regions
grow simultaneously. The cycles recur as long as seed voxels remain available (Figure 8).
Tree height is estimated as the vertical difference of the topmost crown voxel and the DTM.
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Figure 8. Progress of the simultaneous region growing specified by kernel. The kernel size (3 × 5 voxels in this illustration)
specifies the maximum adjacency among the voxels of the same region. The regions of the trees grow simultaneously as long
as seeds remain available. The resulting region may consist of multiple parts within the range of the kernel, which allows
the actual tree tops to be reached.
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3. Results

The evaluation of the algorithm follows the protocol of the benchmarking [4], which
covers five aspects, namely: (1) Stem detection accuracy at the plot level; (2) DBH; (3) stem
curve; (4) total tree height; (5) stem volume ratio at the plot level. The outcomes of
the algorithm are evaluated in each sample plot separately from SS and from MS-I data.
The estimates of individual tree attributes are averaged over to the detected trees in each
plot, and then further averaged over the same stand complexity categories. The statistical
descriptors of the results, i.e., bias and RMSE are computed according to the equations
in [4].

3.1. Stem Detection Accuracy

Stem detection accuracy is evaluated by two criteria, namely the completeness and
correctness of the detected trees in each sample plot. The completeness indicates the
percentage of the reference trees detected automatically. The correctness measures in what
percentage the detected trees correspond to the reference trees.

The completeness and correctness for tree detection are depicted together in Figure 9
for SS and MS-I data. From SS data, 72.9% completeness is achieved in easy plots,
which drops to 18.9% as the stand complexity turns to difficult. The use of MS-I data
improves the completeness to 89.6% in easy plots and 39.0% in difficult plots. Although
the use of MS-I data doubled the completeness in difficult stands, it still remains below the
completeness achieved in medium stands from SS data, which indicates the dominancy of
stand complexity over scan mode.
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Figure 9. Completeness and correctness of the stem detection from SS and MS-I data. Completeness
is illustrated with bars on the left axis; correctness is represented as line.

Correctness exceeds 95% in all stand complexity categories and scan modes with the
highest value of 99.5% using SS data in difficult plots. The correctness from MS-I data
slightly underperforms that from SS data in each stand complexity category.

3.2. Diameters at Breast Height (DBH)

The accuracy of tree parameter estimates is evaluated using RMSE and bias calculated
separately for each sample plot and then averaged over stand complexity categories.
In general, the accuracy of the parameter estimates is strongly impacted by the performance
of stem detection, which is in line with the findings in [7]. To provide a more comprehensive
overview on the estimation results, the Figures 10–14 illustrate the accuracy with the
completeness of stem detection on a secondary axis. The RMSE and bias of the DBH
estimates are presented in Figure 10.
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MS-I mode. The right axis represents the completeness of stem detection.
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Figure 12. Mean curve length ratio (%) from SS and MS-I mode. The right axis represents the
completeness of stem detection (%).

Using SS data, the RMSE of the DBH estimates are 2.2 cm and 3.0 cm in easy and diffi-
cult plots respectively. As expected, the smallest RMSE is achieved in easy plots; however,
the maximum of 3.9 cm is associated with stands of medium complexity. The RMSE of
DBH estimates from MS-I data is 1.8 in easy plots and increases up to 2.7 cm in difficult
plots. The use of MS-I data accounts for an average decrease of 0.7 cm in the RMSE of
DBH estimates.
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The bias is negative in all scenarios ranging from −0.8 cm to −0.1 cm in SS mode and
−1.1 cm to −0.5 cm in MS-I mode, indicating systematic underestimation of DBH values.
While the use of MS-I data enhances the estimation accuracy in terms of RMSE, it increases
the bias by 0.5 cm in medium and difficult stands. The lowest bias of −0.1 cm is achieved
from SS data in medium plots, which somewhat compensates for the high RMSE.

3.3. Stem Curve

The accuracy of the estimated stem curve is evaluated with the mean RMSE and
mean bias of the stem diameters at the predefined height levels of each matched stem.
These mean values are further averaged over the plots in the same complexity category.
In addition to accuracy, the efficiency of the stem curve extraction is evaluated using the
curve length ratio (CLR), which is the ratio between the lengths of the automatically and
manually extracted stem curves.

Mean RMSE and mean bias of the stem curve extraction are illustrated in Figure 11,
along with the completeness of stem detection. The mean RMSE of the stem curve estimates
ranges from 1.7 to 2.3 cm and from 1.7 to 1.9 cm in SS and MS-I modes, respectively, which is
among the lowest ones according to the benchmarking results. The stem diameters are
underestimated by 0.2 cm to 0.8 cm, as indicated by the negative bias. Like mean RMSE,
mean bias also shows weak correlation with stand complexity or scanning mode. This is
in accordance with what was revealed in the benchmarking where a few algorithms with
good performances had relatively stable RMSE and bias in terms of the stand conditions
and scanning approaches.

Since stem diameters are estimated with the same method throughout the stem,
the accuracy of the stem curve estimates is expected to follow a trend similar to that
of the DBH estimates. The biases of diameter estimates are in a similar range, with an
overall mean of −0.6 cm and −0.5 cm for breast height and stem curve, respectively.
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However, the mean RMSE of the stem curve estimates over all scenarios is 1.9 cm, which is
significantly lower than that of the DBH estimates (2.7 cm) and similar to some results in
the TLS benchmarking. This can be attributed to the higher number of diameter estimates
in the stem curve compared to the singe estimation of DBH, which might result in smaller
estimation error when averaged over the tree.

The mean CLR (Figure 12) achieved from SS data is 75.2% in easy plots. This gradually
decreases to 62.5% as stand complexity becomes greater. This means up to three-quarters
of the stem curve extracted by visual interpretation from the multi-scan data can be
reconstructed automatically from SS data. Using MS-I data, the CLR increases to 85.2%
in simple plots and 71.4% in difficult plots. The use of MS-I data slightly improves the
accuracy of the stem curve estimates; whereas, it indeed brings advancement of about 10%
in the length of the stem extraction in all stand complexity categories. This improvement
in the length of stem curve estimates from multiple viewing directions corresponds well
with the 10% improvement reported in the benchmarking.

3.4. Tree Height

The results of the tree height estimation are illustrated in Figure 13. Using SS data,
the RMSE of tree height estimates is 4.1 m in simple plots. In medium and difficult plots,
the RMSE values are close to each other with an average of 5.9 m. The increase of RMSE
with stand complexity reflects the fact that tree height estimation becomes increasingly
difficult as the identification of tree tops of sub-canopy trees in dense forest stands becomes
more demanding. The MS-I approach improves estimation accuracy mainly in medium
and difficult plots, narrowing the interval of the RMSE to between 3.9 and 5.1 m. The bias
is negative in all scenarios ranging from −2.5 to −3.6 and −0.9 to −1.8 from SS and MS-I
data respectively. The steady negative bias implies that a large portion of the tree tops
are missing from the crown segments. The average bias resulting from SS data is −2.9 m,
while the average bias over all of the benchmarked methods is −2.2 m. The use of MS-I
data reduced the average bias in tree height estimates to −1.3 m, which meets the estimates
provided by the majority of the benchmarked algorithms.

3.5. Stem Volume Ratio

Stem volume ratio is the ratio between the total volume of all extracted trees and
all reference trees in a plot. Stem volume is calculated from stem curve and tree height;
therefore, it reflects the integrated impact of tree-level estimates as well as stem detection.

The mean stem volume ratio is illustrated in Figure 14. The mean stem volume
ratio from SS data ranges from 74.3% to 24.5%, decreasing gradually as stand complexity
increases. Using MS-I data, estimation accuracy shows an overall improvement of 21.0%
with resulting stem volume ratios of 89.5% and 47.6% in simple and difficult stands
respectively. In difficult plots, the use of MS-I data doubled the extracted stem volume ratio,
which means significantly higher gain in stem volume compared to what was achieved in
medium and simple stands. Stem volume ratio introduces negative bias at each scenario as
the consequence of underestimation in the directly estimated stem number, stem curve,
and tree height.

The stem volume ratio and the completeness of the stem detection correlates with
R2 as high as 0.99 and 0.98 for SS and MS-I scan modes respectively. Being aware that
tree parameter estimates are negatively biased, one can expect the stem volume ratio to
lag behind the completeness of stem detection. Moreover, stem volume ratio exceeds
the corresponding completeness by 7.1% in difficult plots. This apparent contradiction
is explained by the higher probability of detecting dominant trees over subdominant
trees in uneven-aged stands. The increased representation of dominant trees raises the
extracted tree volume in a higher degree than the corresponding proportion in tree number.
This mitigates the effect of the underestimated single tree parameters at the plot-level tree
volume. It should be also mentioned that tree height, whose estimation is prone to higher
bias, has a much lesser role in tree volume estimates than the stem curve.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Tree Detection

The estimation of relative point density in voxel space for stem surface filtering is
a unique feature of the presented algorithm. Since the routine uses only the cumulative
point counts per voxel, it is less demanding in terms of computation when compared
to more widespread technologies, e.g., Hough-transform, or the estimation of surface
normal [8,10,37]. In its present state, the proposed relative point density filter does not
account for obstructions, e.g., leaves between the sensor and the target surface, which can
be fixed by using a reduced filtering threshold of 40–60%. The selection of the optimal
threshold is crucial with respect to the robustness of tree detection. A lower threshold
favors the detection of smaller trees; on the other hand, this might cause insufficient
elimination of branch voxels, which leads to the loss of accuracy in the estimation of stem
diameter. The concept of stem filtering by relative point density can be easily adapted to an
octree commonly used in single-point-based processing frameworks [45,46]. The filtering
has further potential in selecting stem surfaces quickly before using computationally
demanding feature extraction or manual delineation.

The algorithm aims to detect trees in a wide range of stem diameters. In addition
to extracting parts of the stem surfaces by relative point density, the algorithm seeks
vertically aligned voxels, a feature which has proven efficient at detecting juvenile trees [14].
The frequency of the detected stems by DBH is illustrated in Figure 15. The algorithm has
the capacity to detect trees with diameters exceeding the voxel size, which in this study is
5 cm. The decrease of completeness with the increase of stand complexity implies that the
tree detection is less effective for small trees, especially when SS data is used. However,
the use of higher point density associated with multiple scanning directions allows to
double the detection rate in the smallest DBH class. In order to judge the benefits from
using multiple scans in the view of the complete workflow, it should be noted that the
production of multiple scans require increased time compared to that of a single scan due
to the more complicated data capture, and registration. For instance, Bauwens et al. [47]
reported that the production of a merged point cloud composed of five scans takes about
90 min, while the data capture of a single scan requires only 10 min.
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Figure 15. Frequency of the detected trees by DBH.

4.2. Estimation of Single Tree Parameters

To estimate stem diameters, including DBH, the stem is modelled with a series of
circles fitted to the point measurements inside the stem voxels, followed by the individual
taper model filtering of the stem circles. The consistency of the successive circle diameters
allows for the selection of reliable circle fits and an improvement in the robustness of stem
diameter estimates. Bienert et al. [24] and Pitkänen et al. [32] also used an individual taper
function, but they employed it in the final step of the DBH estimation procedure with
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the goal of adjusting the diameters of the neighboring circles. The presented algorithm
possesses the advantage of omitting computationally intensive operations such as point-
level outlier filtering, randomized sampling, or the estimation of normal vectors, which are
effective yet computationally challenging tasks for outlier filtering [48].

The introduced filtering procedure resulted in smooth stem curves, mostly for the
lower and middle part of the stem (Figure 16). Estimation accuracy is steady across com-
plexity categories and scan modes. The use of MS-I data has little impact on the estimation
accuracy of stem diameters; however, in terms of crown length ratio, it enhances efficiency
by about 10%. The method delivers a slightly negative bias for diameter estimates, in-
cluding DBH, which counters the findings of Forsman et al. [49] and de Conto et al. [50]
who reported positive bias from simulated and in situ scans. In our case, the under-
estimation is explained by the imperfect isolation of voxels along the edge of the stem.
Since these voxels are incompletely filled with woody material, they feature apparently
lower relative point density. The loss of voxels (points) along the edge of the stem results in
smaller stem-circles and, subsequently, reduced diameter estimates. Whether the filtering
of circles using the linear taper model contribute to the negative bias remains unclear;
however, Pueschel et al. [51] reported underestimation of DBH by using the linear fit of
the stem profile, while the direct extraction of the diameter from a single circle resulted in
slight overestimation.
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Figure 16. Stem curves estimated automatically from SS and MS-I data are compared to a manually
measured stem curve. The curves start to diverge from each other starting at about half of the
measurable stem height. In this sample tree, the CLR from MS-I data exceeds 100%. (Plot 1, reference
tree number: 37).

The most common method for the estimation of tree height from TLS data is to take the
point with the highest z-coordinate as a tree top within a specified radius around the ground
position of the stem. This is reasonable for dominant trees, but it tends to overestimate
the height of subdominant trees [52]. To avoid the impact of the canopy structure on tree
height estimates, Király and Brolly [53] established individual taper models and then used
extrapolation to obtain tree heights. This method requires a high percentage of the tree
height to be clearly visible from the scanner, which is a strong limitation in operational
use. Methods that segment individual tree crowns before locating tree tops seem to be
feasible for tree height estimation in multi-layered stands. The crucial point of crown
segmentation is the faithful separation of the overlapping tree crowns. Yang et al. [39]
used a hierarchical minimum cut operator achieving RMSE of 0.83–1.25 m at tree height
estimation. Liu et al. [20] estimated the growth direction as a straight line, and then applied
octree segmentation on the crown points to obtain tree height estimates with RMSE of 0.95.
Both of these methods have proven accurate in multi-layered, conifer-dominated stands.
In the present study, the segmentation aims to also be applicable in broadleaved stands,
in which stem shape, growth direction, and the tree top location is less predictable. On the
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other hand, the accurate segmentation of the lateral branches is usually unnecessary for
tree height estimation, so this is beyond the scope of the presented algorithm. Using region
growing for crown segmentation, the shape and size of the resulting regions are determined
solely by the neighborhood relations of the voxels without applying additional constraints
on the shape of the stem or the crown. The maximum gap within the segments as well
as the minimum distance for their separation are controlled by the size of the structuring
element. The vertically elongated shape of the structuring element contributes to achieve
the tree top through partially obscured regions while preventing the crown segments from
spreading over to the neighboring trees.

In the ordinary, sequential implementation of region growing, the complete region of
the tree is created before the next one is started. If voxels are in connection with multiple
trees, the result of the segmentation depends on the processing order of the trees; the first
one encloses all of the voxels that are within the range of the kernel even when they are
closer to other stems. In order to avoid this kind of misclassification, Liu et al. [20] applied
constraints on the crown size, which is reasonable for conifers, but may not be applicable
for deciduous tree architecture. Using the simultaneous implementation of the region
growing, the crown regions are definite, since each voxel is assigned to the closest stem in
terms of kernel range without applying any constraints on the size or shape of the crown.
Following the segmentation of the crown, various crown size geometric features can be
extracted which—in combination with a high-quality stem curve—are suggested as a basis
for allometric biomass models in [54].

The relative high RMSE of the tree height estimates hardly reflects the efforts to obtain
accurate tree height. Tree height estimates are obtained by segmentation of the individual
crowns, which implies the crown segment containing the actual tree top. The prevailing
negative bias in tree height estimates indicates that the majority of crown segments are
incomplete in the vertical extent and thus miss the actual tree top (Figure 17). Incomplete
segments and the resulting bias in tree height estimates are attributed to occlusions within
the canopy, especially in the upper part of the tree. The use of MS-I data improves the tree
height estimates by 55.7% in terms of bias, pointing out that the vertical extent of the crown
segments is strongly dependent on the number of scanning locations and the associated
point distribution. Recent studies confirm that ground-based laser measurements tend to
underestimate tree heights for trees above 20 m height [55,56].
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Pitkänen et al. [32], who created a structural tree model for tree height estimates,
reported a similar significant bias in tree height estimates of −4.2 m, which supports the
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opinion that tree height estimation methods requiring data contiguity within the crown are
inclined to underestimation, although they are less prone to errors from mismatching the
tree tops and the corresponding tree positions. Figure 18 depicts two typical issues of crown
segmentation associated with scan modes and the resulting data density. While the lower
point density in SS data causes the crown segments to miss the actual tree top, the use of
MS-I data might result in the subdominant trees spreading over to the upper canopy layer.
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causes missing trees and underestimation of tree height through incomplete crown segments. MS-I data provides more
detailed tree structure, which favors the detection of small trees and reduces the bias in tree height estimates. However,
it obscures the boundaries between the crowns, which occasionally results in gross errors in the height estimates, as in the
case of the red tree.

4.3. Overall Performance

In this section, the introduced method is compared to those used in the benchmarking.
Abbreviations and indices in [7] are used as reference to the particular methods, and where
available, reference to the corresponding paper is provided.

The presented algorithm performs relatively well at stem detection in terms of com-
pleteness, especially in simple and medium stands. With correctness exceeding 95% in all
scenarios, it is one of the most reliable stem detecting algorithms among the benchmarked
ones. The accuracy of the DBH estimation is well-balanced with the performance of the
stem detection. As shown in the benchmarking, conservative stem detection methods de-
liver more accurate DBH estimates. The RMSE of the stem curves is among the lowest and
accuracy remains steady across stand complexity categories similar to the best-performing
benchmarked methods. The higher accuracy of stem curve estimates compared to that of
the DBH estimates is also common with most of the methods. The estimation of tree height
proved the most challenging for the presented algorithm as well as the other algorithms.
Despite efforts to increase the reliability of tree top location, the RMSE of tree heights
estimated by the presented algorithm is in the same range as that of other fully-automatic
methods. Moreover, the presented algorithm introduces larger bias in SS mode compared
to that reported by the benchmarked methods. While the algorithm is considered robust
at tree detection and stem diameter estimation, it is rather conservative in tree height
estimation. Regarding the stem volume ratio, the accuracy of the algorithm is similar
to the majority of the benchmarked methods, although it tends to be conservative in
difficult stands.
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In general, the performance of voxel-based stem detection methods seems to corre-
late with the complexity of the attributes computed from the points within the voxels.
Those methods that rely mainly on voxel neighborhood operations, such as connected
components, without additional point-based attributes achieve an average level of com-
pleteness (TUDelft (1), RADI (6) [13]). The introduced algorithm and the method UofL
(15) [16] enhance neighborhood operations (directional filtering) with one attribute on point
density/counts, which resulted in a relatively high detection rate in easy and medium
stands. The method of SLU (10) [19] incorporates multiple geometric attributes in each
voxel, such as flatness, surface normal and link weights, which proved to be the most
efficient solution with about a 25% higher detection rate in difficult stands compared to the
introduced method.

Stem models composed of cylinders (FGI (3) [53], SLU (10) [19], TUWien (12) [10],
INRA-IGN (10) [38]) are assumed to be more competitive than the stem models composed
of circles. This is most likely because the cylinder model considers both vertical and
horizontal information simultaneously. The most accurate cylindrical models achieve an
RMSE of 1–2 cm. The introduced algorithm models the stems by series of circles that are
filtered upon the stem taper achieving RMSE of 2.0 and 1.8 cm from using SS and MS-I
data respectively, which is comparable to the most accurate cylinder models. The filtering
of stem circles with taper function provides more accurate stem diameters in difficult stand
conditions compared to some methods that applied robust fitting of single circles (TUDelft
(2), RADI (6) [13], UofL (15) [16]); however, similar accuracy is achieved with the local
smoothing of diameters along the stem (Treemetrics (14)).

At tree height estimates, similar performance for tree height estimation is observed for
different algorithms. Finding the accurate tree top proved to be challenging for automatic
methods, thus the most accurate tree height estimates are achieved by manual segmentation
RILOG (13) [27]. Among the automatic solutions, the method of FGI (3) [57] is probably
the most aware of multiple canopy layers since it uses different estimations for big and
small trees. The tree groups are separated by a threshold on DBH, and—in contrast to the
introduced method—the tree tops are identified as points. This method provides one of
the most accurate tree height estimates through all stand conditions. However, in difficult
stands, where the transition of the canopy layers is smooth and it is hard to separate trees
in different layers by a single threshold on DBH, the introduced method that segments
individual crowns proved to be less biased. A potential direction to improve the tree
height estimation accuracy of the introduced algorithm is to establish a relation between
the estimated DBH and tree height. Since stem diameter estimates are accurate and reliable,
an interval for the height of the tree top could be predicted that has potential to reduce
the probability of gross underestimations of tree heights whenever the crown segment
is incomplete.

Processing time is not evaluated in the benchmarking, although it might be beneficial
to keep it short by using computationally less demanding procedures such as the proposed
one. For instance, short processing time has an advantage when the optimal parameter set
for automatic processing is sought. In the introduced method, the tree extraction follows
the creation of the DTM and the separation of terrain points and vegetation points using
commercial software packages OPALS and SCOP++. The processing times of tree extraction
on plot #1 using a laptop with an Intel® Core™ i5-5200U (2.20 GHz) processor and 4GB
RAM are two and four minutes from one and five point clouds, respectively. Additional
time is required to inspect the results and then optionally run the algorithm once again
with different filtering parameter (point density threshold).

5. Conclusions

A fully-automatic, computationally-efficient, voxel-based algorithm for single-tree
extraction and parameter retrieval from TLS data is outlined. The algorithm introduces
three characteristic features in its methodology, namely filtering stem surfaces in the voxel
space by relative point density, estimating stem diameters by individual taper models,
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and estimating tree height by segmenting the crown using simultaneous 3D region growing.
The algorithm is robust in terms of stem detection and stem diameter estimates, especially
in stands of easy and medium complexity. The accuracy of the stem curves in terms of
RMSE ranks among the best benchmarking results. Crown segmentation is intended to
increase the reliability of isolating the tree top without applying any predefined constraints
on the crown shape and size. The flexibility in crown geometry provides the potential
for the algorithm to be used in multi-layered and mixed stands. Tree height estimates
are negatively biased in all stand conditions resulting from incomplete crown segments.
The use of five multiple individual scans per plot significantly improves the tree detection
rate in the smaller diameter classes, extends the availability of the stem curve by 10%,
and increases the stem volume ratio on the plot level by up to 25%. In addition, the in-
creased even point distribution owing to the use of five scans reduced occlusion in the
crown, which led to better segmentation and a reduction in the bias of tree height estimates
of about 50%. The results showed that stand complexity has a stronger impact on detection
rate than on scan mode. The tree extraction algorithm is composed of computationally
effective routines, allowing the user to find the optimal processing parameter for each
stand structure based on the different outcomes.
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